
TZ Clutch Notes Part 2.....

Following on from Part 1 - Part 2 shows a few of the options available using new parts to

build a clutch for the TZ350 engine.

Apologies if all the following is a bit too basic - it's intended for the guys that are a bit less

experienced with the TZ engine.

Note: With most of the following setup options - there will need to be adjustments to the

clutch spring setup - with some we have specific length spacers - which can be

modified - all will depend on what pressure plate you are using.

"STANDARD" TZ CLUTCH

The original clutch used 6 x 3.0mm Friction Plates & 5 x 1.6mm Steel Plates - giving a "pack"

height of 26.0mm (in fact the friction plates are nominally 2.9mm - but 3.0mm is close enough for our

purposes)

With the "Basket Depth" of a standard Yamaha Clutch Basket of approx 32mm - that leaves us

6.0mm space for the clutch pack to operate.

Picture below shows assembly with a "clutch bearing mod" fitted - the later version with an oil

seal added to improve it's sealing - the earlier bearing mod was often prone to leakage in the

6005 sealed  bearing - the added oil seal improves that situation.

With the bearing mod fitted - it's necessary to remove material from the boss on the rear of the

centre to allow the plates to sit deeper into the basket.



STD BASKET - TZ250 CENTRE & PRESSURE PLATE
USING 2mm STEEL PLATES.

Diagram below shows the TZ250 centre used with the standard basket - the main advantage with

this centre is the extra length (or depth - whatever you want to call it)

When using the Yamaha 2mm steel plates - the standard (FIG 1) centre leaves very little

engagement space for the pressure plate (approx 1.5mm) - which is - when the clutch is

disengaged - far too little -  the extra length on the TZ250 centre fixes the pressure plate

engagement problem - it does though - mean the last friction plate is very close to the end of the

clutch basket - so it is necessary to remove material from the back of the centre so that the whole

clutch plate pack is moved further into the basket.

It is also not possible to use the standard pressure plate with this setup (depth is only 5mm) - so

the matching TZ250 pressure plate is needed (6.5mm depth)

Here's the TZ250 centre.



It is also necessary to use the aluminium specific friction plate (shown below) when using the

TZ250 centre and pressure plate - the "meant for steel" standard plates will not run well when

used on aluminium - so the first and last friction plate in the clutch pack should always be this type

of friction plate.

PLUS 5mm Basket / Centre with 7 x FRICTION x 6 STEEL
PLATES

This is the "Plus 5mm" extended basket / centre - there are other ways to set these parts up - this

is the easiest way - these parts were made specifically to add x 1 Friction & 1 steel plate to the

standard setup using 1.6mm steel plates - it's still necessary to remove material from the boss on

the rear of the centre to allow the plates to sit deeper into the basket - other than that - it's the

same as a standard setup except for the addition of the extra plates - theoretically - should give

approx 16% extra friction area.



PLUS 5mm Basket / Centre with 6 x FRICTION x 5 STEEL
PLATES

OK - using the new extended Basket / Centre with 2.0mm steel plates - the full extra 5mm of the

centre leaves too much engagement in the pressure plate - the centre "bottoms out" in the

pressure plate - so - to remedy this - 3mm is removed from the centre length - front or back - has

the same effect - although it does look neater if  removed from the back - but leaves the main

body with less material.

If using the TZ250 pressure plate - you could get away with removing less material from the centre

length (250 pressure plate is 1.5mm deeper)

Again - if you use alloy backplate or pressure plate - you need the alloy specific friction plates

front & back.



PLUS 5mm Basket / Centre with 6 x FRICTION x 6 STEEL
PLATES

What we have here - is the extra length Basket & centre - using 2.0mm steel plates & using an

original Yamaha pressure plate (5mm deep) we still have excess length on the centre - by

removing 1.0mm off the centre & adding a 2.0mm steel plate after the last friction plate - we have

a 30mm clutch plate pack - we believe there is a benefit with this of being able to easily replace

the pressure plate running surface by replacing the extra 2.0mm steel plate.



The diagrams above detail a few ways of using our new clutch parts - the original

Yamaha clutch was not too bad - and has seen a lot of use over the years - there were

just a few details that could be improved or adjusted - so we can now make that easier

t o achieve with the extra length parts - we can use the original 1.6mm steel plates or

the 2.0mm steel plates - we have many variations - even an extra pair of plates for the

"7 plate" clutch 

We have people using most of these new options & reporting good results & improved

reliability with their clutches. 

3AK-16321-00 STEEL SPECIFIC FRICTION

PLATE

(normally fitted as the 4 plates in the centre of the

pack when using alloy backplate & pressure plate) - if

you look closely - you'll notice it's a much darker

colour - with what looks like brass inclusions (no idea

exactly what it actually is)

If you run these plates in contact with the alloy - as

inner or outer - they will - because of the hard bits in

the plate - destroy the smooth surface on clutch centre and pressure plate - so do not use them in



contact with anything but a steel surface...

This is the "Aluminium specific" plate used in contact

with Alloy backplate / pressure plate.

A FEW PICTURES OF IMPROVED CLUTCH PARTS AVAILABLE 

 


